Writing for Braver/Wiser
webinar follow-up

Whether or not you attended our July 8th event in real time, I appreciate you reading this summary/follow-up document as you discern whether to send a submission to Braver/Wiser.

Our Guidelines for Authors document clarifies what does, and doesn’t, serve the spirit of Braver/Wiser.

It’s also a great practice to read 5 or 6 reflections from our archive to observe how the authors offer courage & compassion using their unique voices and, most likely, a personal story.

The 40-minute video of our webinar* includes the following milestones:
(*Here’s the transcript.)

- 1:35: summary of the questions submitted by participants (please excuse the “share screen” glitches)
- 4:29: unpacking the tagline of Braver/Wiser, and what it means for your writing
- 7:45: why metaphor is at the heart of many Braver/Wiser reflections
- 14:20: Susan reads participants’ experience of being touched by past Braver/Wiser reflections, suggesting the impact that prospective writers are aiming for
- 20:00: Erika outlines the process of editing and timeline for payment
- 23:45: how to find the Braver/Wiser submission form
- 34:30: why you not might be “done” once you submit a reflection.

Still have questions? I invite you to reach out to me! (If you do, thank you for giving me a few days to reply to your email.)

Believing in you,

Rev. Erika Hewitt,
Editor, Braver/Wiser